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CHANGE %CHG 52 WK-HIGH 52 WK-LOW YTD

132.66 0.49% 27398.68 21712.53 16.13%
16.87 0.56% 3027.98 2346.58 21.24%
82.87 1.01% 8339.64 6190.17 25.48%
-16.96 -0.10% 16947.23 13776.88 14.42%
-2.81 -0.09% 3292.55 2673.54 18.94%
6.81 0.09% 7727.49 6536.53 8.96%
47.20 0.37% 12986.49 10279.20 22.32%
8.42 0.15% 5747.10 4555.99 21.14%
67.46 0.30% 22896.22 18948.58 14.25%
223.87 0.84% 30280.12 24540.63 4.05%
25.12 0.85% 3288.45 2440.91 19.49%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$9.01 $0.66 7.90%
$54.75 $2.91 5.61%
$50.75 $2.51 5.20%
$41.61 $1.06 2.61%
$57.96 $1.46 2.58%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$6.87 -$0.41 -5.63%
$18.41 -$0.88 -4.56%
$21.22 -$0.97 -4.37%
$13.45 -$0.59 -4.20%
$5.15 -$0.22 -4.10%

S&P/TSX INDUSTRY LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
ENERGY 126.46 -1.17 -0.92% -8.28%
MATERIALS 250.24 -3.32 -1.31% 13.88%
UTILITIES 278.95 -1.18 -0.42% 27.10%
FINANCIALS 313.69 0.86 0.27% 16.24%
INDUSTRIALS 268.82 -0.16 -0.06% 17.17%
HEALTH CARE 78.59 -0.65 -0.82% -8.64%
CONS. DISCRETIONARY 197.47 -0.90 -0.45% 11.52%
CONS. STAPLES 621.8 -1.42 -0.23% 11.84%
INFO TECH. 107.66 0.61 0.57% 46.28%
COMMUNICATION SVCS 171.52 1.58 0.93% 2.99%
REAL ESTATE 348.99 -1.22 -0.35% 18.31%

GOVERNMENT BONDS 2YR 5YR 10YR 30YR
CANADA (YLD%) 1.71% 1.64% 1.62% 1.76%
U.S. (YLD%) 1.65% 1.66% 1.84% 2.33%

COMMODITIES/ FX LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
CRUDE OIL WTI $55.82 -$0.840 -1.48% 22.92%
NATURAL GAS $2.47 $0.165 7.17% -16.16%
GOLD $1,491.40 -$8.100 -0.54% 16.67%
COPPER $2.68 $0.009 0.32% 1.79%
CAD / USD $0.7658 $0.0002 0.03% 4.45%
CAD / EUR €0.6899 -€0.0009 -0.13% 7.93%
USD / EUR €0.9009 -€0.0014 -0.16% 3.35%
USD / JPY ¥108.96 ¥0.32 0.29% -0.55%
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Market Review

Global stocks climb on trade optimism

Global equites rose to three-month highs on Monday, fueled by optimism of a
potential ratification of a “Phase 1” trade deal between the U.S. and China at
the APEC summit in mid-November. Risk on sentiment was also helped by the
European Union granting the U.K. a flexible extension of Brexit until January
31, 2020. The U.S. dollar slipped and U.S. Treasury yields rose, as investors
moved away from safe-haven assets. Investors are focused on the U.S. Federal
Reserve policy meeting on Wednesday. With an interest rate cut already
priced in by the market all eyes will be on Chairman Jerome Powell’s
statement. This week we will also see policy decisions by the Bank of Canada
and the Bank of Japan. It is also a busy week ahead for corporate earnings
with heavyweights including Apple, Alphabet, Facebook, MasterCard, Pfizer
and Merck reporting this week. More than 78% of U.S. companies on the
S&P500 have beaten Wall Street expectations so far this earnings season,
despite concerns about the trade war.

The S&P 500 hit a new all-time high on Monday on rising hopes of a U.S.-China
trade deal, upbeat corporate news and ahead of the widely anticipated Fed
rate cut later this week. The technology sector provided the biggest boost to
the S&P500, rising on the back of Microsoft after it was awarded a $10 billion
cloud computing contract with the U.S. Department of Defense, beating
Amazon and Oracle. The communications services sector got a lift from AT&T
after the company unveiled a three-year strategic plan that included: adding
two new board members, selling off up to $10 billion worth of non-core
businesses next year and paying off all its debt from the purchase of Time
Warner. Financials shares rose with higher Treasury yields and a steeper yield
curve. Defensive oriented real estate, utilities, and consumer staples sectors
underperformed. In corporate news, Tiffany shares surged after Louis Vuitton
made a $14.5 billion unsolicited offer to buy the company. Fitbit shares
jumped on a Reuters report that Alphabet has made an offer to acquire the
company. Alphabet is also expected to release its earnings results after the
closed. In earnings news, Walgreens rose after reporting better than
expected fourth quarter profit, and increasing its annual cost savings target.
Spotify shares were sharply higher after the music streaming revenue and
profits beat expectations. Canada’s TSX Composite Index was flat on Monday
as a fall in oil and gold prices was offset by trade optimism and as markets
look ahead to Wednesday’s policy announcement by the Bank of Canada. The
central bank is expected to hold rates steady at 1.75% and will also issue its
latest monetary policy report, offering a look at how it sees the Canadian
economy performing in the months ahead. In corporate news, Restaurant
Brands International shares fell after missing revenue expectations as its
biggest chain Tim Hortons reported a surprise fall in comparable sales.
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